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Term Definition c 

Absolute 

State 

The absolute state is the standard form of a word (noun, adjective, participle, or 

infinitive) in contrast to a modified form called the construct state. A word in the 

absolute state can take a prefix but not a suffix. 

 

Binyan  

Binyan is a frame that shapes the content into mood and meaning, and stresses 

the subject/object, passive/active. The final step of building the verb is to 

conjugate it according to tense and pronoun. 

 

Construct 

State 

The contruct state is a modified form of a word (noun, adjective, participle, or 

infinitive) in contrast to the standard form called the absolute state. The construct 

state is used when a word takes a suffix or is connected to another term in a 

construct chain. 

 

Dagesh 

Diacritic that was added to the Hebrew orthography at the same time as the 

Masoretic system of niqqud. It takes the form of a dot placed inside a Hebrew 

letter and has the effect of modifying the sound in one of two ways. An identical 

mark called mappiq, has a different phonetic function, and can be applied to 

different consonants; the same mark is also employed in the vowel shuruq. 

 

Dagesh and mappiq symbols are often omitted in writing. For instance,ּב is often 

written as ב. The use or omission of such marks is usually consistent throughout 

any given context. The two functions of dagesh are distinguished as either kal or 

hazak. 

 

Daghesh 

Forte 

The dot in the letter which indicated one is to double the consonant in which it 

occurs.  
 

Dagesh 

Lene 

 
 

Inseparable 

Preposition 

 
 

Mappiq 

The mappiq is a diacritic used in the Hebrew alphabet.  It is part of the 

Masoretes' system of niqqud, and was added to Hebrew orthography at the same 

time. It takes the form of a dot in the middle of a letter. An identical point with a 

different phonetic function is called a dagesh.  

 

Maqqeph  

A small horizontal stroke between the upper part of two words which so 

connects them that in respect of tone and pointing they are regarded as one, and 

therefore have only one accent. Two, three, or even four words may be 

connected in this way.  

Certain monosyllabic prepositions and conjunctions, such as  

 ,if   אמ־   ,with   עם־   ,upon   על־   ,until   עד־   ,to   אל־

whether,   םן־   from,   and   פן־   lest,   are almost always found with a following 

Maqqeph, provided they have not become independent forms by being combined 

with prefixes, for example מעל and מעם in which case Maqqeph as a rule does not 

follow.  

 

Methegh 
A small, perpendicular (vertical) stroke beneath a consonant letter and to the left 

of a vowel sign, used to indicate stress and the lengthening of the vowel. 
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Term Definition c 

Niqqud 

In Hebrew orthography, niqqud or nikud is a system of diacritical signs used to 

represent vowels or distinguish between alternative pronunciations of letters of 

the Hebrew alphabet. Several such diacritical systems were developed in the 

Early Middle Ages. 
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